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Adventure of a Lifetime
Ready, set, go! Joeas Story is a wonderful romp through life. Relive
the hijinks of youth, adolescence and adulthood; friendships,
disappointments, overcoming the hurdles of everyday life; and
relish the rich experience of simply being alive in a land of
freedom. You will run the gauntlet of emotions from laughter to
tears. Joeas sense of adventure is infectious. Heartbreak, fatherhood
and discouragement bring maturity at an early age. Real friends and
family values encourage change. An unplanned trip, an armed
robber and encounters with the opposite sex help develop survival
skills. Never quite comfortable with romance, eventually Joe
fumbles his way through in a memorable and endearing way.
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Marriage, children and work bring more than he ever dreamed.
Tragedy strikes! No one saw it coming. No one was prepared. Life
as head known it was gone. Who was this stranger? Terrible,
frightening and beautiful, youall be there.

100 Hikes of a Lifetime
Have an excellent way to leave a legacy with help from this 6x9
journal. The perfect place to write and record your life as you
remember them from infancy, childhood, till adulthood, and the
photos that will help your readers visualize themselves with you at
that particular point in time. Start writing your story today by
getting a copy of this journal right now.

Chants of a Lifetime
A recent study estimates that thousands of innocent people are
wrongfully imprisoned each year in the United States. Some are
exonerated through DNA evidence, but many more languish in
prison because their convictions were based on faulty eyewitness
accounts and no DNA is available. Prominent criminal lawyer and
law professor Abbe Smith weaves together real life cases to show
what it is like to champion the rights of the accused. Smith
describes the moral and ethical dilemmas of representing the guilty
and the weighty burden of fighting for the innocent, including the
victorious story of how she helped free a woman wrongly
imprisoned for nearly three decades. For fans of Law and Order and
investigative news programs like 20/20, Case of a Lifetime is a
chilling look at what really determines a person's innocence.

Legacy of a Lifetime
Bernstein's memoir closes the trilogy he began at age 93 with "The
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Invisible Wall" and continued with "The Dream," weaving
memories of his marriage with perspectives on life after his wife's
death.

Joe's Story
"Denali is the story of the friendship between the author, Ben
Moon, and his dog Denali as they traveled the American West, and
of how Denali supported the author as he battled cancer, and how
the author dealt with the cancer illness and death of his dog"--

Date of a Lifetime
"One of the most compelling stories from our Greatest Generation."
This biographical account follows a descendant of America's early
pioneers as he becomes a young man in the 1930's. Caught up in the
winds of war, Bill Bennett valiantly serves his country in the
USMC, surviving the Solomon Islands, Tarawa, Saipan and Tinian.
Returning to his hometown, Bill endeavors to honor his inexplicable
survival by living a life dedicated to Christ. This book is marketed
to adults with an interest in U.S. history and inspirational Christian
non-fiction.

The Story of a Lifetime
What happens when the story comes to life? Nine-year-old Betty
Hilmar thinks her life couldn't possibly be more boring. That's why
she's always reading her favorite book, Amber the Brave. Amber
gets to battle supervillians, slay dragons, and have incredible
adventures that Betty only dreams of. But everything changes when
Betty receives a mysterious new book. Suddenly, Betty finds herself
in the middle of one of Amber's top secret missions. Together, she
and Amber must stop the evil Doctor Sly from taking over the
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world, and as they race from one danger to the next, Betty learns
that being a sidekick is no piece of cake.

Story of a Lifetime
Stories from a Lifetime carries readers through a widely diverse
series of life's peaks and valleys with poignant, clear-eyed vision
and understanding that is only gradually gained across the course of
a lifetime through endurance and honest appraisal of the emotional
rollercoaster that we all ride. Hugh Aaron delicately reveals the
world through the innocent eyes of a young boy, through those of a
soldier far from home during wartime, and those of a struggling
businessman and faltering husband. He is unafraid to reveal panic
beneath a facade of success, the deep and hollow sadness that may
exist in an outwardly happy marriage, the yearning we feel to make
a break for freedom from the rat race, the unexpected emotional
responses that shift lives far beyond the expected course of events.
These stories form a welcome, and increasingly rare, honest,
grounded, and beautifully written collection that will touch nerves
while sympathizing with what it means to be human.

American Story
It's Christmas Even morning. Years ago a man abandoned his son to
pursue professional success; now he wonders if it's too late to forge
a relationship with him. One week earlier, in a hospital late at night,
the man met a five-year-old girl with cancer. When the man is given
the chance to do something selfless that could change the destiny of
the little girl in the hospital bed, he needs to find out what his own
life has actually been worth in the eyes of his son before he makes
the deal of a lifetime.

The Trip of a Lifetime
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Emma Lou answers questions about her ancestors, her childhood,
memories of wartime, philosophy of parenting and much more. Her
positive view of life, and love of family shines through. A photo
gallery helps bring it all to life.

Trip of A Lifetime
Break through to your peak performance! Whether you're
navigating your way on a new team, expanding your leadership
role, or just trying to get heard in a meeting, you're facing the kind
of workplace challenge we all run into sooner or later: you need a
new performance. In Performance Breakthrough, Cathy Salit
presents the revolutionary strategies that she's proven successful
through over twenty years' experience custom-creating workshops
for powerhouse clients including American Express, Nike, CocaCola, and DIRECTV. Artfully blending techniques from theatrical
performance with the new science of performative psychology, Salit
guides readers through forging new relationships guaranteed to
yield greater success and satisfaction. Performance Breakthrough
outlines proven techniques, including taking an emotional
inventory; crafting new scripts for greater confidence, stronger
relationships, and better outcomes; building ensembles;
improvising; and listening--really listening--including accepting
others' criticism and input. No matter what your challenge, Salit's
innovative philosophy, case studies, practical exercises, and
inspiring advice will help you deliver your own top performance.

Stories from a Lifetime
Celebrates the inspirational stories of everyday, unrecognized
people who changed the world for the better, from a truck driver
who taught microsurgery to the doctor who developed the vaccine
for pertussis.
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Chances of a Lifetime
Dr Ruth Westheimer is everyone's favourite sex therapist. All in a
Lifetime is the memoir of her journey from the horrors of war to the
fulfillment of the American dream. The book is as warm, humorous,
and candid as Dr Ruth herself.

A Lifetime of Impossible Days
Sunset, Missouri, 1954. As hope flourishes in postwar America, a
young widow dares to dream of a second chance at a forever love . .
. TWICE IN A LIFETIME Clara Sinclair has learned to live one
lonely day at a time. It was the only way she managed to survive
her husband's death in World War II and raise their young son
alone. But now she's at a loss as to how to handle the defiant
teenager he has become, even as she struggles to keep her family
financially afloat. She's fresh out of ways to turn her luck arounduntil a daring stranger's unexpected kindness sparks hope she hasn't
felt in a long time Drake McCoy lives for risk, speed, and putting
his incredible drag racing skills to the test. One night in this quiet
rural town is all he needs to win a big score and be on his way . . .
until he meets Clara. Drawn in by her quiet strength and her beauty,
Drake is tempted to become someone he never imagined-a family
man. But a vicious and unseen enemy is closing in fast, throwing
Drake and Clara's fragile future into a dangerous tailspin. Can their
love survive?

The Waiting
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
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see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Story of a Lifetime
Your Best Prospects Are Referred Prospects! Nobody likes cold
calls. And nobody really needs to make them. The Referral of a
Lifetime teaches a step-by-step system that will allow anyone to
generate a steady stream of new business through consistent,
qualified referrals while retaining and maximizing business with
existing customers. Tim Templeton emphasizes the importance of
applying the golden rule in business—putting the relationship with
your customer first, rather than just making the sale. This second
edition adds a technique for creating a profile of your ideal
customer and explains how to reach the tipping point on online
reviews and testimonials so you can expand your business 24/7.
Your customers, colleagues, and friends already know every new
contact you will ever need to succeed. When you apply Tim
Templeton's system, they will naturally refer those potential new
customers to you.

Chance of A Lifetime
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We Find Ourselves in Other People’s Stories: On Narrative
Collapse and a Lifetime Search for Story is a collection of five
essays that dissolves the boundary between personal writing and
academic writing, a longstanding binary construct in the discipline
of composition and writing studies, in order to examine the
rhetorical effects of narrative collapse on the stories we tell about
ourselves and others. Taken together, the essays theorize the
relationships between language and violence, between narrative and
dementia, between genre and certainty, and between writing and
life.

Once Upon a Lifetime
Chants of a Lifetime offers an intimate collection of stories,
teachings, and insights from Krishna Das, who has been called "the
chant master of American yoga" by the New York Times. Since
1994, the sound of his voice singing traditional Indian chants with a
Western flavor has brought the spiritual experience of chanting to
audiences all over the world. He has previously shared some of his
spiritual journey through talks and workshops, but now he offers a
unique book-with-audio download combination that explores his
fascinating path and creates an opportunity for just about anyone to
experience chanting in a unique and special way. Chants of a
Lifetime includes photos from Krishna Das’s years in India and also
from his life as a kirtan leader—and the audio that is offered
exclusively in the book consists of a number of "private" chanting
sessions with the author. Instead of just being performances of
chants for listening, the recordings make it seem as if Krishna Das
himself is present for a one-on-one chanting session. The idea is for
the listener to explore his or her own practice of chanting and
develop a deepening connection with the entire chanting
experience.
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Denali
A well designed, well written animated film has warmth, humor and
charm. Since Steamboat Mickey, animators have been creating
characters and films that are charming, warm and humorous,
allowing people to connect with the animated medium. Animaton
fans love the characters for a lifetime. This is the legacy of the
countless animators and artists who created the classic characters
and fun stories and the legacy of Disney Legend, Floyd Norman.
Written with wit and verve, Animated Life is a guided tour through
an entire lifetime of techniques, practical hands-on advice and
insight into an entire industry. A vital tutorial in animation's past,
present and future for students who are now poised to be part of
another new generation in the art form. Apply artistic magic to your
own projects and garner valuable insight and inspiration from a
True Disney legend. With valuable advice, critical comment, and
inspiration for every student of the arts, Animated Life is a classic
in the making with completely relevant techniques and tools for the
contemporary animation or fine arts professional.

The Golden Willow
True love deserves a second chance. Leigh Sterling and Jodie
Whitehouse share a passionate connection. Unfortunately, their
differing visions of the future force them apart. Life goes on, but
their attempts at other relationships fail to measure up to the love
they once shared. When they see each other again after more than a
decade apart, they realize they may be soulmates. Can they ever
find their way back to one another? If you enjoy passionate
romance that brings the heat, don't miss this scorching story of
second chance by chart-topper Harper Bliss..

Performance Breakthrough
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IF TEMPORARILY OUT-OF-STOCK, CONSIDER ORDERING
ISBN 0970062680 CONTAINING EXACT SAME TEXT PAGES
IN MATTE FINISH COVER WITH GLOSSY JACKET. This
Family Channel Seal of Quality-winning gift says to someone
whose story you want to know: "Your life is important to me. I
value who you are. Please tell me more." It invites your mother or
father, a grandparent, favorite aunt or uncle, or special friend to
share memories, facts, perspectives, beliefs, knowledge, and
wisdom gained from a lifetime of experience. Hundreds of gentle
questions encourage thoughtful responses. When complete, it's a
priceless heirloom for future generations. 384 gold-edged, acid-free
pages in an 8.5" X 11" keepsake-quality binding. "The Miracle
Booka treasure that has touched hundreds of lives." McCall's.

The Dying Grass
Gen Richards is done being “the helpless blind girl.” Resurrecting
her high-school bucket list that begins with “kiss a total stranger”
seems just the thinguntil she finds herself in a panty-melting lip
lock with her big brother’s adrenaline-junky best friend. Chance
Anderson thrives on adrenaline, but Genny’s the one risk he’s
won’t take. His recklessness a decade ago landed her in the hospital
and ejected him from her life. He’s bad for her and everyone knows
it—especially her big brother. Chance reluctantly helps Gen complete
her bucket list in order to keep her out of trouble. But running
through a freezing fountain, playing spin the bottle while fending
off a mad horde of stinging insects, and skinny dipping with
homicidal attack swans don’t hold a candle to the real danger:
falling for the one person he can never have. Each book in the
Anderson Brothers series is a standalone, full-length story that can
be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Sleeping with the
Boss Book #2 Neighbors with Benefits Book #3 Chance of a
Lifetime
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All in a Lifetime
The Story of a Lifetime
Now with a new afterword! A five star–reviewed, unforgettable
story that bestselling author Homer Hickam calls “one of the most
eloquent, moving, irresistible true stories” he’s ever read. The
Waiting will touch your heart and make you believe in love’s
enduring legacy, as well as the power of prayer. In 1928, 16-yearold Minka was on a picnic in the woods when she was assaulted and
raped. And suddenly this innocent farm girl—who still thought the
stork brought babies—was pregnant. The story that follows has been
almost a hundred years in the making. After a lifetime of separation,
Minka whispered an impossible prayer for the first time: Lord, I’d
like to see Betty Jane before I die. What happened next was a
miracle. Written by Cathy LaGrow (Minka’s granddaughter), The
Waiting brings three generations of this most unusual family
together over the course of a century in a story of faith that
triumphs, forgiveness that sets us free, and love that never forgets.
(As seen on The Today Show.)

The Story of a Lifetime a Keepsake of Personal Memoirs
The “compelling . . . detailed and thoughtful account” of the rise and
fall of the Cosmos, New York’s first superstar soccer team (Kirkus
Reviews). In the summer of 1977, soccer was poised to finally
conquer America and the New York Cosmos were the premier
sports team of the city. They boasted the greatest roster of the
world’s best players—notably, Brazil’s international sensation
Pelé—ever assembled for any sport. For a time, they were the
darlings of the press. Their first game was televised in twenty-two
different countries. They were favorites at Studio 54. They partied
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behind the velvet ropes with Andy Warhol and Mick Jagger. Less a
growing sports phenom than a pop-culture happening, the hottest
ticket in town drew the likes of Steven Spielberg, Barbra Streisand,
Henry Kissinger, and Robert Redford. Warner Brothers chairman
and Cosmos owner Steve Ross may not have known a goalkeeper
from a zookeeper, but in a city awash in celebrity and decadence,
Ross knew spectacle. He also knew how to make a dollar, and stars.
But as the Cosmos players soon became enmeshed in a world of
millionaires, gangsters, groupies, glamour, power struggles,
alcoholic excess, drugs, disco and very public fistfights, they were
set for a heartbreaking and inevitable fall. “Colorful and keen . . .
[and] detail-rich, this unlikely drama of a quintessentially American
flirtation” (Publishers Weekly), “is a gripping evocation of a
glorious but brief moment when the beautiful game had the US
entranced” (Time Out London).

We Find Ourselves in Other People’s Stories
“This gentle, gorgeously written book may be one of my favorites
ever.” —Jenna Bush Hager (A Today show “Read with Jenna” Book
Club Selection!) “A thoughtful, beautiful multigenerational novel
about love, God, jealousy, and friendship.” —Elizabeth Gilbert,
author of Eat, Pray, Love “A moving portrait of love and friendship
set against a backdrop of social change.” —The New York Times
Book Review (Editor’s Choice) “Here is the power of the novel in
its simplest, richest form: bearing intimate witness to human beings
grappling with their faith and falling in love. That Wall executes it
so beautifully? Well, this is exactly why we read literary fictionThe
best book about faith in recent memory.” —Entertainment Weekly
(A-) Charles and Lily, James and Nan. They meet in Greenwich
Village in 1963 when Charles and James are jointly hired to steward
the historic Third Presbyterian Church through turbulent times.
Their personal differences however, threaten to tear them apart.
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Charles is destined to succeed his father as an esteemed professor of
history at Harvard, until an unorthodox lecture about faith leads him
to ministry. How then, can he fall in love with Lily—fiercely
intellectual, elegantly stern—after she tells him with certainty that
she will never believe in God? And yet, how can he not? James, the
youngest son in a hardscrabble Chicago family, spent much of his
youth angry at his alcoholic father and avoiding his anxious mother.
Nan grew up in Mississippi, the devout and beloved daughter of a
minister and a debutante. James’s escape from his desperate
circumstances leads him to Nan and, despite his skepticism of hope
in all its forms, her gentle, constant faith changes the course of his
life. In The Dearly Beloved, we follow these two couples through
decades of love and friendship, jealousy and understanding,
forgiveness and commitment. Against the backdrop of turbulent
changes facing the city and the church’s congregation, these four
forge improbable paths through their evolving relationships, each
struggling with uncertainty, heartbreak, and joy. A poignant
meditation on faith and reason, marriage and children, and the ways
we find meaning in our lives, Cara Wall’s The Dearly Beloved is a
gorgeous, wise, and provocative novel that is destined to become a
classic.

Voyage of a Lifetime
The Journey of a Lifetime
Adventure can mean so many things. For some, it means climbing
the peaks of Tibet, sailing the open seas or cycling through Europe.
For others, adventure is conquering a fear or pushing yourself to a
whole new level. And for many, adventure means bravely stepping
into the unknown of a new culture, language or setting. Adventure
travel, in its essence, means pushing yourself outside of your
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comfort zone to experience something novel and worthwhile. Join
the wild, bumpy ride during these 24 adventures of a lifetime. Get
chased by monkeys in Indonesia See what happens when you're
stranded in the Gobi Desert Play a game of naked Frisbee with a
tribe in New Guinea Hang out with polar bears in the frozen lands
of Manitoba Say goodbye to your love on a final trip to Venice Get
hopelessly lost during a scary jungle hike in Hawaii Stare history in
the face uncovering your roots in Latvia Watch over your back for
hippos on a Ugandan safari Attempt to sail across Australia's wild
Bass Strait Travel by camel with the "Blue Men" of Mali Step foot
in Antarctica among icebergs and penguins And many more
Contributors include: Robert N. Jenkins Michael Engelhard
Kimberley Lovato James Michael Dorsey Todd Pitock Maggie
Cooper Mariusz Stankiewicz Erin Byrne Darrin DuFord Dan Leeth
Asia Nichols Bruce Northam Claire Ibarra Mim Swartz Janna
Graber Richard McCulloch David Richard Teece Gina Kremer
Peter Mandel Aaron Paulson Nayanna Chakrbarty

The Dearly Beloved
When Heather Delaney is injured in a shocking act of violence, her
life is thrown off course. Struggling to return to work, she is
haunted by the incident. Was it random or personal? Will they try
again? Heather is not the only one who is rocked by the attack. Her
brother, Adam, and his second wife, Jill, already juggling the
demands of work and pre-teen children, find their marriage is
straining at the seams. Adam disappears into his music while Jill
attempts to keep all the balls in the air. Shaun, Heather's offsider,
young, loyal and ambitious, questions his relationship; Diane, an
office volunteer, can't stop the bitterness pouring out after a mid-life
divorce; and Heather's aunt, Barbara, is about to have her peaceful
rural retirement disrupted by conflicting loyalties. Then along
comes Heather's old flame, Ellis. Romantic, flamboyant, determined
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to recapture the past and take control of the future, he seems to have
all the answers. But can it really be that easy?

Once in a Lifetime
This account of Percy Baxter's patient piecemeal acquisition of his
gift to Maine, Baxter State Park, is in a sense a biography of the
man.

The Referral of a Lifetime
In this new installment in his acclaimed series of novels examining
the collisions between Native Americans and European colonizers,
William T. Vollmann tells the story of the Nez Perce War, with
flashbacks to the Civil War. Defrauded and intimidated at every
turn, the Nez Perces finally went on the warpath in 1877, subjecting
the U.S. Army to its greatest defeat since Little Big Horn as they
fled from northeast Oregon across Montana to the Canadian border.
Vollmann's main character is not the legendary Chief Joseph, but
his pursuer, General Oliver Otis Howard, the brave, shy, tormented,
devoutly Christian Civil War veteran. In this novel, we see him as
commander, father, son, husband, friend, and killer.

Twice in a Lifetime
Once in a Lifetime: the Incredible Story of the New York
Cosmos
Voyage of a Lifetime is the authentic account of a sea voyage from
Southampton, England, to Fremantle in Western Australia, as told
to the author by Don Caisley. The voyage was undertaken by a
truck driver and his family, none of whom had any previous
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experience of sailing, navigation or the sea. The man, Donald
Caisley, purchased an old North Sea trawler - more commonly
known as an MFV or Motor Fishing vessel, and spent a full year
renovating and fitting it out. During which time he sold his one man
trucking business and his house and contents. Don, his Italian born
wife Lena, eldest son Peter and young son Jonathan set out from
Southampton on May 18th 1973, and arrived in Fremantle one year
later - almost to the day, after more excitement and adventure than
most people would experience in a lifetime. The voyage took them
first to Falmouth, via Weymouth and Brixham, for a trial run of the
crew and the trawler. From Falmouth to Oporto in Portugal they
sailed, then to Gibraltar, Casablanca and the Canary Islands. Across
the Atlantic Ocean to Trinidad, Grenada and on to La Guaira in
Venezuela, then to Cartagena in Colombia, through the Panama
Canal to Esmereldas in Equador. From Esmereldas to the Galapagos
Islands, then to the South Sea islands of Marquesas, Tahiti and
Raratonga and on to Auckland, New Zealand. The first Australian
landfall was at Eden in New South Wales, then around the coast of
Australia to Queenscliff, Portland, Albany and finally, their
destination in Fremantle. Through fair weather and storms they
sailed on - although many people with knowledge of the sea and
sailing had said they were crazy and would never complete the
voyage. The family's trust in Don never wavered, although disaster
came very close to ending the venture on several occasions. After
their arrival in Western Australia, the trawler was sold and the
family settled down in Perth. Don is now an Australian citizen and
although he swears he would never make such a voyage again, is
glad he came to Australia the way he did.

Animated Life
This ultimate hiker's bucket list, from the celebrated Appalachian
Trail to Micronesia's off-the-beaten-path Six Waterfalls Hike, treks
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through 100 energizing experiences for all levels. Filled with
beautiful National Geographic photography, wisdom from expert
hikers like Andrew Skurka, need-to-know travel information, and
practical wildlife-spotting tips, this inspirational guide offers the
planet's best experiences for hikers and sightseers. From short day
hikes--California's Sierra High Route, Lake Agnes Teahouse in
Alberta, Norway's Mt. Skala--to multiday excursions like Mt. Meru
in Tanzania and multi-week treks (Egypt's Sinai Trail, Bhutan's
Snowman Trek, and the Bibbulum Track in Australia), you'll find a
hike that matches your interests and skill level. Crossing all
continents and climates (from the jungles of Costa Rica to the ice
fields in Alaska's Kenai Fjords National Parks), as well as
experiences (a wine route through Switzerland or moose spotting on
the Teton Crest Trail in Wyoming,) there is a trail for everyone in
these pages. So pack your gear and lace your boots: this
comprehensive and innovative guide will lead you to experience the
best hikes of your life!

Adventures of a Lifetime
Australian Women's Weekly GREAT READ for August 'Prepare to
immerse yourself in wonder, childish delight and dark, dark trauma
in this unique novel from a new and important Australian literary
voice' Australian Women's Weekly ‘Every so often a book comes
along that reaffirms the glory and beauty of life. Tabitha Bird has
gifted us this wonder’ Cass Moriarty Meet Willa Waters, aged 8 . . .
33 . . . and 93. On one impossible day in 1965, eight-year-old Willa
receives a mysterious box containing a jar of water and the
instruction: ‘One ocean: plant in the backyard.’ So she does - and
somehow creates an extraordinary time slip that allows her to visit
her future selves. On one impossible day in 1990, Willa is 33 and a
mother-of-two when her childhood self magically appears in her
backyard. But she’s also a woman haunted by memories of her dark
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past – and is on the brink of a decision that will have tragic
repercussions . . . On one impossible day in 2050, Willa is a silverhaired, gumboot-loving 93-year-old whose memory is fading fast.
Yet she knows there’s something she has to remember, a warning
she must give her past selves about a terrible event in 1990. If only
she could recall what it was. Can the three Willas come together, to
heal their past and save their future, before it’s too late? 'A magical
tale of healing . . . it's sure to cast a spell over readers' Mindfood
magazine 'A wonderful debut . . . An uplifting story about the
power of forgiveness, the ability to heal and the magical idea of
being able to travel back in time to fix a broken future.' Good
Reading Magazine 'A courageous and magical debut novel that
reminds us that while we can’t change events from our past, we do
have the power to change the story we tell ourselves about them.'
Sally Piper

Case of a Lifetime
AN ENGAGING INSIDER'S ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE
MOST FASCINATING DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
EPISODES IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY,
FROM THE HIGHLY RESPECTED FORMER SECRETARY OF
STATE WHO REMAINS A DEMOCRATIC ELDER
STATESMAN. Warren Christopher is that rarest of Washington
personalities: a wise and witty public servant once described by the
Washington Post as "the antithesis of the glitz-hungry, selfaggrandizing, corner-cutting political figures who dominate
Washington today." In this memoir, the man whose sage counsel
and sometimes parodied discretion brought him to the right hand of
mayors, governors, and presidents, shares his personal recollections
and impressions of leaders and events that shaped the second half of
the twentieth century. Writing in tightly crafted, often self-effacing
prose, Christopher chronicles how he left the privacy of life at a
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premier law firm to heed calls to public service from Supreme Court
justice William O. Douglas, Los Angeles mayor Tom Bradley, and
California governor Edmund "Pat" Brown -- as well as presidents
Lyndon Johnson, Jimmy Carter, and Bill Clinton. Throughout his
career, Christopher faced diverse challenges: he advised a president
on whether to dispatch federal troops to quell civil disturbances; led
negotiations to free American hostages in Iran; investigated a major
city's police force gone awry; and helped cope with Yitzhak Rabin's
assassination. From "Starting from Scranton" and "The Johnson
Treatment" to "Middle East: Antipodes" and "Yesterday a War,
Today a Country," each chapter is a compelling story on its own.
Together, they offer the first clear picture of the impact of this quiet
North Dakotan on modern American history.

The Story of a Lifetime
'I always thought memories were unchangeable. Set in stone,
shaped by the years. But there are always others too, ones you
haven't let yourself remember . . . ' The wilful and eccentric Lola
Quinlan is off on the trip of a lifetime, taking her beloved
granddaughter and great-granddaughter with her. More than sixty
years after emigrating to Australia, she's keeping a secret promise to
return to her Irish homeland. But as she embarks on her journey, the
flamboyant Lola is still hiding the hurtful reasons she left Ireland in
the first place. What - and who - will be waiting for her on the other
side of the world? The Trip of a Lifetime is a big, bold, beautiful
book about the light and dark times of life, and all the wonders in
between. Moving from the Clare Valley of South Australia to the
lush Irish countryside, this is a delightful, emotional story about a
colourful and huge-hearted family that you'll want to call your own.

Talking Heads
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(Book). A superbly illustrated, in-depth examination of the stories,
events, places, and characters that inspired the songs of the Talking
Heads, arguably the most significant band to emerge from the
late-'70s New York punk scene based around CBGB's club. Led by
guitarist-vocalist David Byrne, the band enjoyed major chart
success on both sides of the Atlantic with infectious, incendiary
singles like "Road to Nowhere," "Psycho Killer," and "Once in a
Lifetime." During their influential seventeen-year career, Talking
Heads assembled a body of raw yet intellectual rock music second
to none. Then in 2002, having vowed to never work together again,
the four original Heads reconvened and played live when they were
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Ian Gittins has
written about music and popular culture for fifteen years for such
varied publications as Melody Maker , Q , The Guardian , Daily
Telegraph , Time Out , MTV , and the New York Times . He lives
in London, England.

The Deal of a Lifetime
They’re wrong for each other, but the chemistry is undeniable. It’s
not personal It’s business. Sort of… But it’s just one date—a wish
fulfillment—for philanthropist and single mom Eva DeLongpre’s
charity and a PR opportunity for Mayor Joe Aguirre’s reelection.
Giving in to their mutual attraction was just a spontaneous,
delicious one-off. But as the election turns ugly, Joe is forced to
declare his intentions for Eva. When the votes are counted, she’s
hoping love wins in a landslide.

The Ride of a Lifetime
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A grand vision defined:
The CEO of Disney, one of Time’s most influential people of 2019,
shares the ideas and values he embraced to reinvent one of the most
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beloved companies in the world and inspire the people who bring
the magic to life. Robert Iger became CEO of The Walt Disney
Company in 2005, during a difficult time. Competition was more
intense than ever and technology was changing faster than at any
time in the company’s history. His vision came down to three clear
ideas: Recommit to the concept that quality matters, embrace
technology instead of fighting it, and think bigger—think global—and
turn Disney into a stronger brand in international markets. Twelve
years later, Disney is the largest, most respected media company in
the world, counting Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm, and 21st Century Fox
among its properties. Its value is nearly five times what it was when
Iger took over, and he is recognized as one of the most innovative
and successful CEOs of our era. In The Ride of a Lifetime, Robert
Iger shares the lessons he’s learned while running Disney and
leading its 200,000 employees, and he explores the principles that
are necessary for true leadership, including: • Optimism. Even in
the face of difficulty, an optimistic leader will find the path toward
the best possible outcome and focus on that, rather than give in to
pessimism and blaming. • Courage. Leaders have to be willing to
take risks and place big bets. Fear of failure destroys creativity. •
Decisiveness. All decisions, no matter how difficult, can be made
on a timely basis. Indecisiveness is both wasteful and destructive to
morale. • Fairness. Treat people decently, with empathy, and be
accessible to them. This book is about the relentless curiosity that
has driven Iger for forty-five years, since the day he started as the
lowliest studio grunt at ABC. It’s also about thoughtfulness and
respect, and a decency-over-dollars approach that has become the
bedrock of every project and partnership Iger pursues, from a deep
friendship with Steve Jobs in his final years to an abiding love of
the Star Wars mythology. “The ideas in this book strike me as
universal” Iger writes. “Not just to the aspiring CEOs of the world,
but to anyone wanting to feel less fearful, more confidently
themselves, as they navigate their professional and even personal
lives.”
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